Science made smarter

OtoAccess
database

®

Data complexity
made seamless
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Interface with simple navigation

Database
designed
for ease
of use
Seamless data handling

Scalable

The OtoAccess® Database enables you

As a solution that can be used

to store data and client information. The

standalone or networked, the

database is an ideal solution for the

OtoAccess® Database is scalable,

small clinic and the large hospital:

supporting the workflow of all sizes of
clinics.

-- Full product line support. Compatible
with all Interacoustics solutions
-- Easy to use. The easily implemented

Modern interface
The database has an intuitive interface,

and navigated database does away

ensuring an ease of use and a short

with technical clutter and inefficiency

learning curve.
This intuitiveness is exemplified by

Clinic optimization

one click features such as performing

Eliminating the complexity of data

patient tests and previewing historic

handling and the need for pen and

sessions.

paper supports the workflow of a busy
clinician.

Streamlining the healthcare

As such, the OtoAccess® Database

profession

leaves more time for patient care,

Data handling is easy with the

reduces waiting lists and ensures a

OtoAccess® Database. The solution

larger patient throughput.

includes automatic backup and
advanced logging, supplemented

Centralized data management

by advanced users and group

You can easily integrate the OtoAccess®

administration.

Database with EMR and EHR systems,
ensuring the seamless transfer of
patient records and data.
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Full product line support

OtoAccess® is our
user-friendly database for
unlimited storage of
measurement data
and client information.
Supports all Interacoustics
products!
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Science
made
smarter

Interacoustics USA
10393 West 70th Street
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
+1 800 947 6334
info@interacoustics-us.com
interacoustics-us.com

Interacoustics is more than
state-of-the-art solutions
Our mission is clear. We want to lead
the way in audiology and balance by
translating complexity into clarity:
-- Challenges made into clear solutions
-- Knowledge made practical
-- Invisible medical conditions made
tangible and treatable
Our advanced technology and
sophisticated solutions ease the lives of
healthcare professionals.
We will continue to set the standard
for an entire industry. Not for the sake
of science. But for the sake of enabling
professionals to provide excellent
treatment for their millions of patients
across the globe.
Interacoustics-us.com
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